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Abstract

Urban spaces require of technology that can help to use energy more efficiently,
but also is capable of providing an extra function. Philip’s Lumimotion system
achieves the first part of the statement by controlling public luminaries depending
on the activity detected on the area. A camera captures images which are then in
turn processed by a detection algorithm whose results are used to control the light in-
tensity used by the lamps. Unfortunately Lumimotion’s current platform has reached
the limit of its processing capacity, and it is therefore necessary to find a new suit-
able platform for the algorithm. Additionally potential new functions are explored,
culminating with a set of requirements for the new platform. Once the platform and
functionality are defined the whole applications has to be developed. Utilizing the
correct environment is a defining factor in the life time of an application, therefore an
special analysis into the differences between developing an application bare-metal or
with operating system support is done. Finally the application is developed, together
with some extra functionality, then it is tested and compared with the existence tech-
nology to verity its functionality and improvement. The results and analysis show
the advantages of using a state of the art and future proof, platform, with the right
development tools, furthermore it was possible to show the little overhead that is
caused by adding data reading from external sensors.
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1 Introduction

Government and institutions have an increasing concern over the efficient use of energy,
therefore generating an increase in regulations and goals to reduce power consumption, in-
cluding a great range of home and daily life applications. One of the areas for improvement
is outdoor lighting; according to the Community Research and Development Information
Service of the European Union, a municipality can spend up to 60% of its energy costs on
public lighting [38]. The potential energy and financial savings on public lighting can be
achieved through the implementation of modern technologies as intelligent control systems
or modern LED light bulbs. Several efforts have been made to integrate Intelligent Sensing
with public lighting infrastructure. The aim of these systems is to reduce energy consump-
tion while still providing the required functionality and safety needed by pedestrians and
vehicles.

LumiMotion is a Philips developed technology that provides presence detection infor-
mation used to adjust lighting in outdoor spaces. The technology is active during dark
hours, it provides maximum light intensity when activity is detected, and then turns to
very low intensity when there is no recorded activity. Currently there is a need to expand
the capabilities of the system as it stands, in order to improve its value and its function-
ality. Therefore it is required to find a newer embedded platform that can support the
current implementation, plus any additional functions that might be added.

The aim of the project is therefore divided in 4 main goals (i) investigate and define a
contemporary embedded platform that can provide the computational needs of the whole
system, (ii) investigate and develop extra functionality that can be added to the current
application, (iii) implement the presence detection algorithm and the added services into
the selected embedded platform and, finally, (iv) carry out tests of the final solution to
show the performance of the system as compared with the current version.

In order to achieve the main goals as described above, one of the first steps consists of
defining a range of requirements for the embedded platform. An analysis of the current
platform, in conjunction with literature study of similar applications, and an initial char-
acterization of the new sensing functions, will be used to derive the requirements. At the
same time current market available development platforms will be evaluated to find the
best match with the system demands as defined in the previously mentioned step.

One of the main contributions of the project will be on providing a future-proof platform
for the system. Research on existing technologies and literature can provide knowledge on
fields that could be integrated to the system, as environmental measurements or traffic
analysis. A conceptual solution would be a luminary transmitting traffic analysis data
and environmental CO2 concentrations. An important challenges is to find a feasible and
meaningful application, that could be implemented together with the existing detection
algorithms.
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The following step would be to implement the current algorithm and extra function-
ality, considering the research and decisions made in previous stages. Final testing of the
whole solution will be carried out in order to prove its feasibility as a final product, and
be able to compare it with the existing version.

A graphical representation containing the milestones described previously is presented
in Figure 1. An important aspect to consider is that this image does not include previtions
in case there is need to do iterations between the different steps. Appendix A shows a rough
timing with the activities and milestones expected to be completed during the project.

Figure 1: Project expected flow chart.

During the course of the next sections different aspects of the project are covered.
Section 2 covers the investigation and decisions made in respect of the embedded platform
to be used, as well as the extra functionality that could be added to the existing solution.
In Section 3 the working environment used to develop the application, in respects to both
hardware and software, is explored including some of the specifications and characteristics
of the tool. The fourth part of the report is centered around the actual implementation of
the Light on Demand algorithm on two versions; one running bare metal on the platform,
and another with operating system support and extra functionality. Section 5 presents the
benchmarking and timing tests done on the different versions and how they compare to the
existing solution. The last section, number 6, covers is the closing chapter of the report
with some conclusions and suggestions on what the next steps on the project could be.
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2 Embedded Platforms and Functionality Evaluation

The current implementation of Lumimotion is based on the the Blackfin 532 Embedded
processor designed by Analog Devices [6]. The BF532 is part of a family of embedded
processors that use the MSA (Micro Signal Architecture) created by Analog Devices in
conjunction with Intel [27]. The MSA architecture aims to provide high DSP performance
with microcontroller capabilities in a single core. The resulting system allows for media
processing capabilities at low power levels and it compares favorably with platforms that
have separate DSP and microcontroller structures [19]. The processor is mounted on an
evaluation board equipped with external memory, audio codec, video encoder and decoder
and several interface ports. An schematic of the EZ Kit for the BF53x family is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Schematic of the BF53x family evaluation board obtained from Analog Devices.

The BF532 core has a maximum speed grade of 400 Mhz, which can be dynamically
configured through an on-chip voltage and frequency scaling system. The memory archi-
tecture allows to add extra off-chip memory, to the chip’s existing layered memory space
and includes a direct memory access (DMA) controller. The processing core combines
dual multiply-accumulate (MAC) engines, an orthogonal RISC-like instruction set, sin-
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gle instruction-multiple data (SIMD) programming capabilities and multimedia processing
features. Furthermore the BF532 includes a set of peripherals as clocks, watchdogs, general
purpose I/O pins and well known interfaces such as PPI, SPI and UART [6]. Figure 3,
obtained from Analog Devices, shows the main structure of the BF53x platform family.

Figure 3: Block Diagram of the BF53x family obtained from Analog Devices.

The complete light on demand solution consists of the BF532 and a custom video cap-
ture module, the module includes an Aptina MT9V034 VGA CMOS Digital Image Sensor
[1]. The native video interface on the Blackfin is therefore not used, and instead the cap-
tured video frames are made available in memory to the main core by the video capture
module. The benefit of this modular approach is that it allows the blackfin to focus all its
resources only in processing the frames and generating the control signals for the capture
module.

The Light on Demand algorithm implemented on the Blackfin consists of processing
the video frames as they are made available by the capture module. Once the frame is
available it is processed through a series of functions that apply filters, calculate differences
and do run length encoding of the pixel information, amongst other process. As result of
such operations it is possible to detect and identify potential activity on the frame, as
cars, pedestrians on cyclists. Once such information is processed and linked over several
frames, it is possible to follow an object and calculated its relative speed. Based on all this
information, then the system decides on the dim off and on of the public luminaries. The
current processing rate of the algorithm is around 5 frames per second, and it has reached
the limit of the current platform.
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An objective of the project is to find an alternative platform capable of handling the
current light on demand application together with the aimed extra sensing functionality,
another option would be to create a modular approach, similar to the existing one, where
the extra functionality is just created as a separate module. Each one of these options
require quite different specifications, therefore the literature research has been divided in
two parts: single platform and module proposal. Furthermore the range of Embedded Pro-
cessors is vast, therefore it is important to limit the search to some of the most common
providers and platforms to find a suitable match for the intended application. The explored
space included cores of manufacturers as Freescale, NXP, Texas Instruments, Atmel and
Microchip, but also the different versions of the ARM microarchitecture, and the Arduino
platform.

2.1 Single Platform Proposal

The previous section covers some of the defining characteristics of the BF532 Embedded
Processor, therefore when aiming for the single solution approach it is important to search
for platforms that improve or relate to those on the Blackfin. The following items are some
of the important aspects to consider when choosing the core that will be used on the new
system:

• A core with DSP or media processing capabilities: Multiple-Accumulate hardware
and an instruction set containing DSP related functions capable of handling the video
processing of the current algorithm.

• Development set up with input for a video device: Preferably a ready-to-go camera
input on the platform board, but also proper bus bandwidths size, a Direct Memory
Access controller and enough memory space.

• Single DSP-Microcontroller solution: A single structure design can allow for a simpler
programming design, contrary to having several cores that require synchronization
and shared data.

• Increase in processing power compared to current platform: Depending on the extra
application an increase in processing might be required.

• Contemporary Architecture: Up to date architecture with compatibility between its
product range. The compatibility could allow for easy porting or future improve-
ments.

• Networking capabilities: The current application requires networking for data trans-
mission between luminaries as well as remote management and monitoring.
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• Software Development Kit and support: The preference is on platforms with evalu-
ation or development boards, up to date software development tool chain and active
support from the manufacturer or community.

2.1.1 RISC Based Platforms

Different manufactures offer RISC based platforms usually with their own architectural
considerations and specific details on the implementation. The BF532 fits into this cate-
gory, and the search for the potential replacement included products from Freescale semi-
conductors, Atmel, NXP, Analog Devices, Texas Instruments and Microchip. The focus
was on platforms on a range similar to the Blackfin in respects as: clock speed, memory,
interfaces and peripherals.

Freescale Semiconductor catalogue consists of proprietary cores that are either based
in the Power Architecture, jointly developed by IBM, Motorola and Apple, or modern
versions of Motorola’s legacy microprocessors family as the Motorola 6800. Freescale’s rel-
evant range of microprocessor are the Qorivva and the Coldfire families. Similarly Atmel’s
products range from 8 bit microprocessors, used for example on Arduinos, to 32 bit RISC
processors with SIMD, MAC and DSP-like instructions. On the other hand NXP appeared
to have a substantial focus on ARM based products, to be discussed later, and its cata-
logued only included the Trimedia family and some 8/16-bit legacy microcontrollers. The
general drawback of these options is their lack of processing power and available memory
in respect with video applications.

Analog Devices and Texas Instruments have a more specialized catalogued, mainly
centered around Digital Signal Processing applications. Product lines such as SIGMADSP
of AD and C6000 of TI are examples of such devices. The best match from Analog De-
vices came from inside the Blackfin family in the form of the BF561, a solution composed
with two Blackfin cores. In the case of Texas Instruments their C2000 and C6000 families
usually had a combination of a DSP core together with an ARM core, as in the OMAP
family. The mixed solutions from TI are usually for more complex applications, and are
also used for hand held devices as mobile phones, therefore they exceeded the requirements
considerably. Additionally some of the cores did not have an integrated video interface.

The final catalogue to be discussed is from Microchip, well known for their 8 and 16
bit PIC microcontrollers, launched a 32-bit version of the same in 2007. The fastest 32
bit PIC’s, running at 200 Mhz, are based on the microAptiv core from Imagination Tech-
nologies. microAptiv is a microMIPS instruction set architecture that integrates DSP and
SIMD functionality to provide entry level solutions for Embedded Systems. The evalua-
tion board and starter kit for the PIC32 family has a modular approach that allows to
obtain the basic modules required for a given application, for example an ethernet, USB
or Multimedia expansion boards. The solution given by Microchip might be suitable for
the required application, but further revision on the tools available for development and
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the actual capacity of the system is required.

The review of these market available cores focused mainly on finding those that would
fit with the current application and that are similar to the BF532. In general the options
seem to lack processing power to properly solve the application on hand, with a few mul-
ticore options that also exceed the requirements considerably. Code migration is another
issue with all these cores. Since usually there is no binary compatibility between different
devices, the effort of migrating the application to another platform, for example for further
expansion are difficult to estimate.

2.1.2 ARM based Platforms

ARM Holdings, originally know as Advanced RISC Machines, is the company responsible
for creating and maintaining the ARM instruction set architecture widely used today. The
ARM ISA is a reduced instruction set computing architecture originally suited for light,
portable and battery-powered devices. The current ARM catalogue includes the classic
families as ARM7, ARM9 and ARM11, together with the new Cortex families, Serie A,
Serie M and Serie R. The families are created to satisfy different end applications, for
example the Cortex R family focuses on Real Time applications with high demands on
reliability, availability and response times, on the other hand the Cortex A family is com-
posed by applications processors that can host an OS, as needed on smartphones, or also
be used on low cost handsets. A comparison of the specifications on the ARM processors,
against to the requirements of the Lumimotion application and the BF532 specifications
gives the following ARM families to be considered: ARM9, ARM Cortex M4 and ARM
Cortex A5. It is important to mention that the Cortex M4 family usually runs at a lower
frequency than the ARM9 and ARM Cortex A5 implementations, but it could still be a
viable option if supported by sufficient peripherals.

The ARM9 architecture belongs to the classic processor families of ARM, it is based on
the ARMv5 ISA and is intended for graphic interfaces and general control applications. On
the other hand the Cortex series, including the Cortex M4 and the Cortex A5, are based
on variations of the ARMv7 ISA, this allow for better software compatibility and porting
from one ARMv7 platform to another. One of the main advantages of the Cortex A5,
with respect to the M4 and ARM9, is the option to include the NEON SIMD instruction
set. The special NEON instructions provide signal and media processing acceleration. The
Cortex series is what ARM is currently supporting as its top of line architecture while the
classic cores, as the ARM9, might be discontinued in the near future, therefore reducing
their prospect for future compatibility. When evaluating factors as clock speed, core func-
tionality and peripheral support, as for external memories, the Cortex A5 line is the most
powerful option of the 3 mentioned before, followed by the ARM9 and then the Cortex M4.
The ARM cores are licensed and therefore different manufactures are allowed to integrate
the licensed core in their designs as they see fit best, also they can decided to include the
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optional features as the FPU or the NEON SIMD capabilities. As a result there are wide
range of ARM based platforms, in the following paragraphs those are discussed. [31]

The ARM9 architecture is used in a variety of platforms, particularly the the ARM926EJ-
S version, which includes, compared to other ARM9 variants, extra DSP oriented instruc-
tions, direct execution of 8-bit Java bytecode and a memory management unit. Texas
Instruments, Atmel and Freescale provide very similar platforms with this core, with the
main difference being that Atmel’s SAM9G45 and Freescale’s iMX25x have an interface to
directly connect an CMOS image sensor, while TI’s Sitara does not. Furthermore Freescale
offers a product development kit that already includes an Omnivision OV2640 CMOS im-
age sensor through an add-on module.

NXP offers the ARM968 core on its LPC2900 processor, and an ARM926EJ-S on the
LPC3100, LPC3200 and ASC8849ET. The LPC line is on the same range, and intended
final application, as Atmel’s and Freescale’s ARM926EJ-S based solutions, nevertheless it
offers less processing speed on the same core. On the other hand ASC8849ET is a camera
processor for surveillance, it includes video hardware acceleration that allows it to support
SXGA, JPEG encoding and multiple streams at high frame rates. The ASC8849ET is an
example of a high end solution for multimedia applications exceeding the video require-
ments as needed for the light on demand application, while using the same core as the
other options it has several peripherals that provide extensive functionality.

Considering all the previous ARM9 platforms the iMX28x/iMX25x from Freescale and
the SAM9G20 from Atmel give the best balance between having enough support for video
applications, while still not being a full multimedia solution that exceeds the requirements
of the application. At the same time their evaluation kits provide enough interfaces to
access all the relevant parts of the core, allowing for adding extra sensors and testing the
complete package.

Texas Instruments and NXP offer Cortex M4 solutions mainly oriented to networked
controllers and human interface devices, as such they provide several ports for peripherals
and ethernet support. As a drawback none has a video interface, and their clock speed lag
behind of those offered in other ARM architecture with richer instruction sets. NXP has
an extra variant with a double core approach with one M4 and one M0 cortex, the M0 does
control functions to allow the M4 core to execute more DSP instructions, nevertheless it
still does not include native the video interface support.

Regarding the Cortex A5 family, both NXP and Texas Instrument currently do not
feature products based on this core. On the other hand Atmel’s ATSAMA5D3x Series has
the Cortex A5 core with varying peripherals and connectivity depending on the model.
An advantage is the support to directly connect a CMOS sensor through the Image Sen-
sor Interface. Furthermore the evaluation boards developed for this series, for example
the ATSAMA5D36, allow direct access to the pins of the ISI interface, as well as other
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ports. The cores have a floating point unit and single MAC cycle instruction set that could
provide enough power capability to handle the video solution, plus the extra functionality
that might be added.

Freescale also has a single core Cortex A5 catalogue centered on the Vybrid VF5xx
and VF3xx series, which are followed by the dual core VF6xx family presenting a Cortex
A5+M4 alternative. The cores are very similar and only some aspects of the peripherals
included on chip vary, for example the size of the internal SRAM; all of them include a
digital video interface to connect a CMOS sensor. Another relevant aspect is the compat-
ibility amongst the different Vybrid version.

ARM based platforms, when compared to the RISC machines produced internally by
companies, provide better compatibility between cores in the same architecture, also be-
tween different architecture versions and even amongst different manufacturers. ARM’s
ISA compatibility, together with their growing popularity, makes them a more attractive
choice as a development platform. The Systems On Chip based on the Cortex A5 stand out
amongst the ARM options considering several of them comply with the requirements as
expressed in Section 2.1. Particularly the Cortex A5 ISA guarantees a considerable amount
of compatibility with the rest of the Cortex instruction sets, making it attractive for future
upgrades. In addition several of them, such as Atmel’s SAMA5D36 and Freescale’s Vybrid
series, have an interface to connect an image sensor and they have a clock speed of around
500 Mhz typically required for video processing applications.

Selecting a development platform between the SAMA5D3x line and the Vybrid series
is done by considering what are the available tools to work on each one them, and the
availability of the hardware itself. Freescale only offers one evaluation board for the whole
series and it uses VF6XX SoC. The VF6XX has the Cortex M4 extra core, which would
be excessive for the light on demand application. It is possible to develop an application
without using the Cortex M4 so it would be easily compatible with either the VF3XX or
the VF5XX, but it would be preferred to have a closer match with the actual SoC to be
used on the final product. Atmel provides a modular approach to the Evaluation Boards
of the SAMA5D3X line, allowing to test any of the 6 different versions of the SoC, fur-
thermore they have a low cost version with less peripherals called the Xplained board, it
functions more as an starter kit.

The composition of both microprocessors is very similar, including a vector floating
point unit and standard communication interfaces as I2C, SPI, Ethernet, amongst others.
The main difference is the NEON dedicated co-processor included as part of the Vybrid
Cortex A5 core. The NEON engine is an optional module of the Cortex A series, it is
dedicated for SIMD functions useful on multimedia and signal processing algorithms such
as video encode/decode, 2D/3D graphics, amongst others. Another difference is on the
memory hierarchy, whereas the SAMA5D3 core has no L2 cache and a maximum of 128
KB on chip SRAM, the Vybrid series has up to 512 Kb of L2 cache and up to 1 MB on
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chip SRAM, albeit with no Error Correction Code. The differences might give certain
advantage to the Vybrid series, nevertheless if the application does not take advantage of
those characteristics it might be counter productive in aspects as power consumption or
price. The Integrated Development Environments available for both SoC’s provide similar
opportunities, for example to create an application to run bare-metal, with software from
ARM, Mentor Graphics or IAR, or utilizing an Operating System such as Embedded Linux
with open source tools.

Atmel provides slightly more variety on their evaluation boards, while also being more
readily available with commercial vendors. Furthermore both have very similar hardware
characteristics, while the advanced elements present on the Vybrid series, oriented towards
higher graphics and media applications, are not necessarily advantageous for the detection
application. Considering all the previous information the SAMA5D3x SoC family is the
target board to implement the light on demand application on a single platform. The spe-
cific characteristics of the hardware is covered on Section 3. It is important to mention that
since both SoC utilize a Cortex A5 core it would be possible to port the final application
to the Vybrid family, if necessary, with little effort and just considering certain hardware
characteristics.

2.2 Module Platform Proposal

The concept of the modular proposal is to have the extended sensing functionality based
on a separate microcontroller. The extension would then be easily connected to the main
board responsible of executing the current algorithm, and by this means the whole solution
is provided. The module should exchange data and control signals with the peripherals
required for the new functions. The following aspects should be taken into consideration
when analyzing platforms that could be used as the add-on module:

• Available standard I/O interfaces: It should support several communication stan-
dards such as I2C, SPI, RS232 and ethernet amongst others. The communication
abilities are required to interact with peripherals as well as the main board.

• Processing capacity according to application: The microcontroller has to provide
enough processing power to handle the computations and control needed for the
extra functionality.

• Low power mode: A module with the capacity to turn off parts, or set on low power,
when no activity is required to allow for power savings.

Previous related work centered in creating a stand alone mobile solution for either
weather or pollution measurements, as in [11],[26], [36] and [13], serve as reference to con-
sider the level of complexity and processing capacity needed by a microcontroller used in
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such applications. In [11] and [26] the ARM7 and ARM9 classic ARM cores are used,
respectively. Similarly, the weather solution on [30] uses a PIC16F877 as its central pro-
cessing unit. On the other hand [36] is based on an Arduino, with an Atmel 8-bit AVR
microcontroller as a core, while [13] uses a Texas Instruments MSP430 low power micro-
controller. Furthermore online tutorials and examples utilizing platforms such as Arduino
[45] and Raspberry Pi [3], explore the concept of stand alone small weather and air pollu-
tion stations that could provide useful information.

Considering the range of microprocessors used in the examples mentioned above, and
the amount of commercially available options, it would be unfeasible to realize a general
analysis of all potential options before deciding on a particular application, the number
of peripherals added and the communication method used. Nevertheless it is possible to
deduce that low level microcontrollers as Atmel’s AVR line, Freescale’s 16-bit MCU’s and
NXP’s LCP900 line, amongst others, are potentially capable of meeting the requirements
of the modular approach.

2.3 Sensing Functionality Evaluation

The final sensing platform is intended to be used on outdoor public luminaries, potentially
covering a wide area and with direct contact with the surrounding environment. In such a
scenario the luminaries turn into viable options to measure weather and pollution data over
a city for example. The information might result of interest for the owners of the system, in
this case mainly governments and organizations, and could provide them information that
reflects changes over time in the situation of a region, as increasing air pollution trends in
certain metropolitan areas. The applications to be considered as extra functionality will
be weather data acquisition and pollution measurements.

The decision to take a particular set of sensors as the extra sensing functionality is
not trivial, and is accompanied by factors such as functionality, market available sensors,
and compatible interfaces. The final implementation is expected to utilize a mix of both
weather and pollution sensors to provide a meaningful solution that is feasible to obtain
and implement. Nevertheless it is important to first investigate and consider what type
of data and measurements are potentially relevant, then extract the sensors that could
provide most of the information.

2.3.1 Weather

In order to consider weather information as an alternative extra functionality, first the
relevant weather parameters need to be defined. The Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute, abbreviated KNMI in dutch, is the agency responsible for all weather information
and forecasting in the Netherlands. The atmospheric forecasts of the KNMI are mainly
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based on the HIRLAM numerical weather prediction model [24]. The HIRLAM model
works with a set of equations that use temperature, wind, barometric pressure, altitude
and humidity as main inputs [14]. The purpose of this project is not to generate all the
inputs that are required for an atmospheric model, but the HIRLAM model inputs used by
the KNMI provide a reference point of what weather information is relevant. Furthermore,
by accessing the general KNMI current weather section [25] or searching for commercially
available weather stations [32], it is possible to observe that the most common weather
parameters provided are: temperature, wind speed, barometric pressure, humidity, visi-
bility and rain fall. The purpose of this section is then to revise current literature and
materials that support the concept of adding those weather measurements to the current
implementation.

One of the difficult aspects of integrating weather measurements is that reliable weather
stations are usually bulky in size and are separated by a considerable distance. Currently
there are already attempts to create mobile and micro weather stations to solve this issue.
Fang et al. present in [16] a micro weather station, based on MEMS technology, that
is capable of providing temperature, humidity, pressure and wind speed with reasonable
accuracy. Similarly Ghosh et al. present a small solar powered weather and rain detector
in [2], the platform sends the data through Zigbee to a receiver board with a LCD screen.
The analysis in [2] focuses more on the proof of concept rather than the actual measure-
ments, and it does not include details regarding the sensor board used. Herrera et al. [28]
also present a wireless weather sensor network capable of sending data to an application
in mobile devices using a regular mobile data network. The focus of [28] is mainly in the
application development and data sending problem of the solution presented, but it ref-
erences the providers of the sensors and mentions the microcontroller used in the wireless
nodes.

Baoqiang et al. present a meteorological data acquisition system that utilize CAN
for communication and have ARM based cores, the findings are reported in [11] and [26].
The papers provide few information about the sensors used, but provide block diagrams
and details about the module used on their solutions. In [11] NXP’s LPC2368, ARM7
based microprocessor is used, while on [26] the selected microprocessor was ATMEL’s
AT91SAM9263 which is based on the ARM926EJ-S core. Two clear examples of wireless
microntroller based weather stations are found on [39] and [30]. [39] contains more detailed
information on utilizing the GSM/GPRS network to send the data collected by a set of
weather stations based on the 8-bit ATMEGA16 microcontroller. Similarly [30] discusses
in great detail, not only what microcontroller is used, in this case microchip PIC16F877,
but also diagrams with the circuitry for analog weather sensors. The information regarding
the cores and microcontrollers chosen on this examples could be used as a reference in case
a stand alone weather data acquisition is pursued instead of the single platform proposal.

A conclusive aspect after investigating the development of mobile weather acquisition
systems is that they provide all, or a combination, of the original weather parameters
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mentioned at the beginning of this section, with a particular focus on the following: tem-
perature, wind speed, barometric pressure and humidity. It is important to mention, that
wind speed is particularly difficult to include since it usually needs bulky or complicated
sensors. It is particularly useful to focus on utilizing ready to go sensors since it would
allow to concentrate on developing the overall platform faster, rather than creating sensors
from scratch. Potential providers of the required sensors include Freescale Semiconductors
[41], Measurement Specialtists [49], Davis Sensors [43] and Bosch. Online retailers as [45]
already have ready-to-go breakout products [46] [47] [48] with digital sensors that provide
measurements as temperature, humidity and pressure. Examples of the used sensors in-
clude Bosch’s BMP180 temperature and pressure sensor, Sensirion’s SHT15 temperature
and humidity sensor. Using the breakout boards with a sensor is a direct way to include
and test weather functionality on the solution, the hardware characteristic of the used
sensor is discussed on Section 3.

2.3.2 Pollution

Pollution in urban spaces is a growing concern that can deeply affect the quality of life
of a city’s inhabitants. Pollution in urban spaces in this context includes air pollution
as well as noise pollution, the World Health Organization has created guidelines to try
to help governments follow and control pollution [54] and [55].The European Union has
also defined a set of standards and objectives for air pollution that aim to mainly regulate
the amounts of fine particles, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, ozone,
ammonia and other pollutants [15].The guidelines set by the World Health Organization
and the European Union are the reference point to consider what elements are important
to measure.

Pollution monitoring, just as with weather monitoring, is currently done mainly in
fixed locations with specialized equipment or only when a particular analysis of an area is
required. Attempts have been made to have unobtrusive noise pollution monitoring with
mobile phones but it has proven to be inaccurate and unreliable [40]. The preferred ap-
proach is to use dedicated microphones for the purpose of measuring noise pollution. On
air side, pollution measurements approaches have covered fitting measuring stations with
wireless capabilities and adding them to vehicles as public buses or cars, [20] and [51].
A different approach consisted in creating a location aware array of small air pollution
modules to cover a particular area [4]. Another effort focused in making personal mobile
air sensor modules that can directly connect to a smartphone and provide real time data
to the user [10]. The article by Sukwon et. al. [13] serves as a significant reference since
it covers the specification and elements used in their solution, as well as hardware and
software problems found during the implementation phase, data on power usage by each
element on the module and the calibration requirements of the different sensors used. Fi-
nally [36] provides a detailed testing methodology to evaluate sensor response on an indoor
air monitoring network, additionally it covers details about the sensors and equipment used.
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A relevant finding on related work is a market available solution that includes adaptive
presence sensing application, similar to Lumimotion, as well as air gas measurements [52].
Nevertheless the solution differs in two aspects with the one proposed on this document,
first their sensing approach is not camera based, and second their gas measurement is lim-
ited to an optional CO2 sensor.

A version of the final application could include air monitoring gas sensors and weather
sensors integrated with the presence detection algorithm. On such a solution the com-
munication problems present in the mobile sensor units would not be present, and it still
covers a wide area better than the current fixed air pollution monitors. By observing the
guidelines established by the World Health Organization and the European Union, as well
as what the actual implementations of mobile or hand held air pollution measurement
used, the most relevant and feasible air elements to measure in a small platform are: sul-
phur dioxide, carbon monoxide, ozone, carbon dioxide and nitrogen dioxide. Selecting the
pollution sensors to be used would depend on availability and ease of use.

Several manufactures as Alphasense [5], Libelium [29] and Figaro [17], already have
a catalogue of small gas and air pollution measurement platforms capable of providing
meaningful measurements and direct interfacing with microcontrollers. Nevertheless the
specific sensors are usually not available, or not specified. Individual gas sensors can be
obtained from providers as [44], a usual drawback from such sensors is that they are hardly
gas specific but instead they react to a wider range of gases, or are oriented towards indoors
and indsutrial gas measurements. It would be ideal to include a sensor providing one of the
desired environmental measurements, but it seems the available options are limited and in
cases only provide a mixed response.
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3 Hardware Environment

The previous section focused covered the investigation regarding the available embedded
platforms for development, as well as what extra measurements could be relevant and fea-
sible to add. A decision made, based on the investigation done on the previous sections,
was to use Atmel’s SAMA5D3X series as the target, more specifically the SAMA5D36 SoC
on its Evaluation Kit [9]. The evaluation kit provides external peripherals, such as LCD
screen, Audio Codec, and external memory, allowing to develop applications that test the
capabilities of the core. Furthermore, after considering their value as added measurements
as well as the readily available options, the following sensors were chosen:

• Omnivision - OV2640 CMOS Sensor - Image Capture [33]

• Bosch - BMP180 - Barometric and Temperature Sensor [12]

• Sensirion - SHT15 - Humidity and Temperature Sensor [42]

• Wolfson - WM8904 CODEC - Audio capture, included on the SAMA5D36 EK [53]

• Hanwei Electronics - MQ-7 Carbon Monoxide Sensor - Gas Measurements [23]

The aim is to implement functionality of some of the sensors on the SAMA5D36 EK
board, while it is running the presence detection Algorithm. The CMOS camera takes
special importance since image capture is a defining aspect for the initial application. The
following subsections cover the operational details of the hardware used, from the Evalua-
tion Board to the sensors.

3.1 SAMA5D36-EK

The selected hardware working environment is Atmel’s SAMA5D36 Evaluation Kit, as
discussed before it is part of the recent ARM Cortex A5 family. Overall the advantages of
the platform are resumed as follows:

• The instruction set used for all the Cortex family allows for easy portability be-
tween different architectures. Therefore it would be possible to effortlessly update to
another processor on the future.

• Available Evaluation Board with several peripherals for development and testing of
functions.

• Existing support for both bare-metal development and several embedded operating
systems as Linux, Android and Windows CE.
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• Functional Image Sensor Interface and different peripheral ports for sensors.

• Increase in processing capacity and internal memory compared to the original Black-
fin processor.

The evaluation kit is separated in 3 components the CPU Module, the Main Board and
the Display Module. The CPU module is the functional block of the evaluation Kit and on
its center resides the SAMA5D36 chip. The die is equipped with an ARM Cortex A5 core
that includes separate 32 KB Data and Instruction caches, a memory management unit
and a floating point unit. The A5 core is then surrounded by a set of on-chip amenities as
the 128 KB of SRAM and 160 KB of ROM memory, an internal multi layer bus architec-
ture capable of handling 39 DMA channels and a comprehensive set of peripherals such as
a LCD controller and CMOS Sensor Interface. Figure 4 shows the a block diagram with
the full set of components on board of the SAMA5D36 chip.

Figure 4: SAMA5D36 Chip Block Diagram [8].

The CPU module consists of the main SAMA5D36 chip together with a 128 MB NOR
Flash, a 2 GB NAND Flash, 4 GB DRAM and interface connections. The general block
representation of the CPU Module is shown in Figure 5, it highlights the 200 pin SODIMM
connector used to communicate with the Main Board.

The Main Board hosts the SAMA5D36 CPU Module and features all necessary periph-
erals and interfaces to evaluate the processor capabilities and functionality. The board has
pin headers set-up to connect a LCD Module and an ISI compatible camera, it also has
general purpose headers to access a range of the general I/O lines and function specific
ports as for USB or Ethernet. The functionality of the system is expanded by incorporating
extra hardware as the WM8904 Audio Codec and the SAM-ICE JTAG Emulator to debug
with a PC. Figure 6 shows the general layout of the main board.
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Figure 5: SAMA5D36-EK CPU Module Block Diagram [9].

Figure 6: SAMA5D36-EK Main Board Annotated Layout [9].

The last part of the evaluation kit is a touch capable LCD screen equipped with 4
Qtouch buttons, and their respective controllers, all together they represent the Display
Module. It is important to mention that Atmel has different versions of this display module,
both in screen size and internal components used. The original Display Module consisted
of a 5” screen that required the touchscreen data by processed by the an Analog to Digital
Converter on the main board, on the other hand the latest version has a 7” screen together
with a dedicated Atmel maXTouch mXT768E controller that provides processed digital-
ized data. The differences between the models have implications when running available
software and test code on the device, as it will be seen in a later section. The Display
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Module is not a necessary element of the proposed solution, but it provides means to easily
test the image processing functionality of the board.

An Image Sensor Interface allows to connect a CMOS image sensor to the SAMA5D36
processor. The interface can capture images in different formats, such as YCbCr:4:2:2 or
RGB:8:8:8, then apply modifications as conversion or scaling, amongst others. Once the
data is captured and processed, it is placed in internal buffers until it is transferred to
another memory using a dedicated DMA channel. The interface can receive information
from a CMOS device through up to 12 data pins, nevertheless not all have to be populated.
The complete set of I/O signals available on the ISI interface is presented in Table 1. It
is important to mention that additional signals ports be needed, depending on the sensor,
for example a two-wire interface for control, nevertheless the ones shown below represent
the minimum the interface needs.

Signal Direction Description

ISI VSYNC IN Vertical Synchronization
ISI HSYNC IN Horizontal Synchronization

ISI DATA[0..11] IN Sensor Pixel Data
ISI MCK OUT Master Clock for the Image Sensor
ISI PCK IN Pixel Clock from the Image Sensor

Table 1: Image Sensor Interface I/O Description

As mentioned before, the main board of the evaluation kit includes Wolfon’s WM8904
Audio Codec [9]. The WM8904 is a stereo codec designed for portable applications, it
has analog inputs for up to 3 devices, 2 different analog outputs and one digital audio
interface to communicate with another device. The set up on the SAMA5D36 EK uses
two inputs, one for an electret microphone and another for a line in microphone, two out-
puts, one headphone output and line output port. Additionally it communicates with the
SAMA5D36 core through the Digital Audio Interface, mainly to transfer data, as well as
the two wire interface for control and set up.

3.2 Sensors

Image capture is a relevant section on the project and for this purpose a sensor capable
of providing the right resolution and data format as required by the detection algorithm,
as well as being compatible with Atmel’s ISI, is required.The current algorithm works
with images with a size of around 720x480 pixels. Omnivision’s OV2640 camera is a low
voltage CMOS image sensor capable of generating images up to 1632x1232 pixels (UXGA
resolution) in size. The single chip design provides full frame, windowed or sub-sampled
8-bit/10-bit images in different formats as YUV422 and RGB565 and can be controlled
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through the Serial Camera Control Bus. The SCCB is compatible with the I2C and Two
Wire interfaces and is used to set image processing variables as exposure control, gamma,
white balance and others [33].

Bosch’s BMP180 sensor is a piezo-resistive sensor, coupled with an analog to digital
converter and a control unit with E2PROM, used to store calibration data, and a serial I2C
interface. The BMP180 delivers uncompensated values of pressure, on 16 to 19 bit format,
and temperature on 16 bit. The data has to be further processed with the calibration data
to obtain the correct value that compensates for particular sensor offsets and response.
The BMP180 offers a pressure measuring range of 300 to 1100 hPa with an accuracy of
0.02 hPa depending on the selected mode and has an operational range from -40 to +85C
with a temperature resolution of 0.1C [12].

Sensirion’s SHT15 is part of family of relative humidity and temperature sensors, it
includes an ADC and therefore can transfer the digital value of the measurements through
an integrated I2C port. The sensor has a resolution from 0.05 to 0.4 %RH and 0.01 to 0.04
degrees Celsius, the actual value depends on the bit resolution chosen. It has an accuracy
of 2% RH and +/-0.3 degrees Celsius, with an operating range from -40 to +120 degrees
Celsius. Each sensor has its calibration values stored, but they are used internally to cal-
culate digital value to be transmitted. The actual value still needs to be calculated from
the digital value transmitted by using a coefficient that depends on the VDD provided to
the sensor, such coefficients are fixed for a given VDD and can be found on [42] together
with the conversion formulas.

Selecting a gas sensor is not an easy task, since the available sensors with small size
and footprint are usually not very specific in the measurements they provide. Nevertheless
it would be relevant to try to add a gas sensor just as a concept, even in the case the
final application would not use that sensor. In order to achieve this goal several sensors
from Hanwei Electronics were chosen, they react to one or several gases, and provided
analog measurements, such measurements then would have to be converted by an ADC.
The SAMA5D36 EK has an ADC, therefore it would be feasible to add a gas sensor to the
platform. An example of one of Hanwei’s sensor is the MQ-7, a carbon monoxide sensor
with a detection range from 20 ppm to 2000 ppm. A sensor of this type usually require
high voltages and power as compared to the rest of the equipment, 5V, to operate since
they have a heater that allows the measurement of the gases [23]. The need for special
circuitry and other precautions makes it a bit more difficult to integrate the sensor with
the platform, in any case they still remain a viable option to test the feasibility of adding
such a device.
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4 Software Environment

Developing an application for Atmel’s SAMA5D36 device requires an extensive tool chain,
such as compilers, linkers, debuggers and a programming tool. Usually such elements
come together in a integrated development environment or a software development kit.
Atmel has its own free software suite for development, Atmel Studio 6, unfortunately it
does not support the SAMA5 family of microprocessors, therefore it is necessary to utilize
third party tools. The available options that support the SAMA5D36 processors are not
all intended for the same purpose as some are meant for the development of applications
running on the bare metal while others provide operating system infrastructure:

• IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM: Used for bare-metal development with debug-
ger included. Requires paid license.

• ARM DS-5 Development Studio: Used for bare-metal and OS based development,
debugger and. Requires paid license.

• ARM DS-5 Development Studio Community Edition: Community based develop-
ment tool for certain ARM cores running Linux or Android.

• Linux4SAM: Linux Kernel and open source projects for Atmel’s SAM devices. Com-
munity based.

Additionally Atmel provides a software package for the SAMA5D3X family that con-
sists of microcontroller drivers, software libraries, and demonstration applications. The
package has different versions allowing it to easily be incorporated into IAR’s EWARM or
ARM’s DS-5 and start the development of a bare metal solution. The included example
code shows how to use the ISI, LCD, USB and other peripherals of the evaluation kit.
Another available tool from Atmel is its SAM-BA in system programmer for its ARM fam-
ily of microprocessors. With the SAM-BA software it is possible to load files on specific
address of the memory space of the whole board. Loading certain files to specific mem-
ory addresses can be useful to modify the system start up and initialize operating system
components, such as a kernel or a file system.

IAR’s Embedded Workbench for ARM offers an integrated development environment
with common functions as a project manager, file editor and library manager. Furthermore
it includes IAR’s C/C++ compiler for ARM, as well as an assembler and linker. The last
important element is the C-SPY Debugger that supports several probes to do run time
debugging and communication with an ARM processor running code on bare metal. IAR
EWARM offers then the full set of features to developed applications without an operating
system for ARM based boards. Given the available resources, as licenses,the dedicated
support for debugging sessions and the available Softpack from ATMEL, IAR’s EWARM
is the SDK tool selected to perform the bare-metal porting of the sensing application to
the SAMA5D36.
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There are several projects to provide OS support for Atmel ARM-based Systems on
Chip. The Linux Kernel created for this purpose is called AT91 and it is distributed as
a GIT tree hosted on GitHub. The objective of the project is to integrate all the AT91-
related material in the official Linux Kernel. The reference points to get all the information
on how to download, compile and install the kernel, and other tools, are on the Linux4SAM
website and the AT91SAM community forums.

Finally, other support software is helpful during the testing and development to the
application. Tera Term is a free, open source, terminal emulator that can be used to
register and communicate with devices connected through the serial port, or others, of
a PC. TFTP32 is an open source program capable of operating as a trivial file transfer
protocol server or client, it also can operate as a server for other transfer protocols, therefore
it can be used to transfer files between networked devices. The selection of such programs
is made considering the existing support and recommendations from Atmel and other
development guides.
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5 Smart Urban Sensing Implementation

The first step to develop the upgraded Smart Urban Sensing application consists of porting
the current detection algorithm to the SAMA5D36 platform. The original code is written
in C and was compiled, using Analog Devices SDK, to run bare-metal on the Blackfin pro-
cessor, therefore adaptations to the code, as well as a new working environment are needed.
An important characteristic of Lumimotion is that the processor usually accesses the im-
ages, as frames, from its RAM memory. The frames are set in place by the video capture
module. The version given to be ported on this project is slightly modified compared to
the version on the Lumimotion product. The Light on Demand edition provided, instead
of accessing memory locations, uses a set of pre-recorded frames. The bare metal imple-
mentation made on the Blackfin does not have support for file open functions, such as file
open, and other file operations, therefore the files are kept on the host PC and then trans-
ferred at runtime with a special library that uses the debugging probe to get the files. Once
a frame is on the memory it is processed, and the operation continues one frame at at time.

As mentioned in Section 4 there are several approaches and tools to develop an appli-
cation for the SAMA5D36 platform. The options include bare-metal or Operating System
development. The particular advantages and disadvantages of each approach are not the
main focus of this project, nevertheless the right choice is usually dependent on the char-
acteristics and requirements of the application being developed. In this particular case,
with the available tools, it is possible to develop both versions. The idea is to investigate,
on a high level, what approach works better for the Light on Demand algorithm. The
different results would allow a point of comparison between the two approaches, as well
as a benchmark with the original platform. Once the results of this initial assessment are
known, it is possible to consider other factors as compatibility, code transportation and
sensor support, to focus on a single development environment.

5.1 Linux Based Solution

The Embedded Linux Implementation for Atmel’s Smart ARM Microcontrollers (SAM) is
based on the existing efforts to include support for both ARM cores and ARM SOC’s from
different vendors in the Linux mainline kernel [37] [21]. Furthermore a complete ecosystem
for running and developing applications on the Embedded Linux OS for ARM is already in
place, some of the relevant elements are: the dedicated AT91 bootstrap, U-boot/barebox
support, and Buildroot and OpenEmbedded/Yocto-Poky as building platforms [18]. All
these elements are of use when porting the current detection algorithm to the new platform.

Online repositories already provide ready-to-go Kernel and Device Tree Binary files, not
only for Atmel’s ARM based evaluations boards, but a whole range of different platform
families from different manufacturers. For the considered Atmel processors the Kernel is
know as AT91 [22]. In addition it is necessary to customize some aspect of the Linux
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distribution to be used, for example adding a specific driver or library support to the
kernel, or generate a new device tree binary file to account for hardware changes. Tools
like Buildroot [34] and he Open Embedded Yocto/Poky [35] environment provide an extra
layer of development to compile and generate all the necessary files for a custom made
Embedded Linux for ARM version. In the case of Atmel’s products the main difference
between both tool reside in Yocto/Poky being based on the OpenEmbedded platform and
aimed towards QT Embedded SDK support for the development of graphic and interactive
applications over Embedded Linux that make use of touchscreens, such as Point-of-Sales
devices or Home Automation Control Centers. In this particular case such elements are
not required, therefore the Buildroot toolchain is prefered.

The Evaluation Kit comes out of the box with a pre-loaded Linux version that includes
a Home Automation Demo from Atmel. The Automation Demo shows the capabilities of
utilizing the Qt buttons and GUI interface, simulating to adjust a thermostat, amongst
other devices in a simulated house. Nevertheless there is no actual backbone for sensors
or any hardware connectivity. The Operating System running on this version is created
and based on the Yocto/Poky environment, and as such it includes several services, and
functionality that is not required for the Light on Demand application. Figure 7 shows the
start screen from the home automation demo.

Figure 7: Atmel’s Home Automation Start Screen [18].

An issue with the particular device used on this project is that the touch function was
not responding from start and the LCD screen showed color shifting, the image was clear
but the colors were wrong. The initial step was to utilize Atmel’s test package material,
available from their website, that is used at the manufacturing line to test the board be-
fore loading the default demo. The test is composed of small bare-metal programs that
check particular devices as the touchscreen, the Qtouch buttons, the LCD screen, amongst
others. Running the test program from Atmel showed the touchscreen was still not work-
ing, while the LCD Screen behaved properly. A second screen Display Module was tested
and had the same results, this reduced the chances of it being a hardware malfunction.
Eventually it was discovered that the Display Module described on the Datasheet from the
EK, and the actual one delivered with the package were different. The original Display
Module sent the touch information via a set of ADC channels, and had an LCD screen that
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could handle RGB information in 565 or 888 formats. The updated version, received in
the Evaluation Kit, uses a maXTouch controller that sends already processed information
through a digital port and has an LCD screen with an RGB 666 format.

A relevant aspect to understand is the booting sequence when running Linux on an
Atmel’s SAM microprocessor as show in Figure 8. The different system elements are ini-
tialized as required in a 3 step booting format, the last step is to move the main Linux
Kernel Services to DRAM while the root file system is uncompressed and left in the non-
volatile memory. The Kernel requires a Device Tree Binary File (DTB), the purpose of
this file is to give the Kernel a description of the hardware present on the particular core
and board. At start-up the kernel uses the DTB to define what hardware components are
present, and therefore initialize the appropriate drivers and services. The issues with the
LCD touchscreen, mentioned before, actually were caused by a wrong DTB file. During
Linux Kernel start up the wrong drivers were being loaded for the Display Module, as
for example a touchscreen driver that used the ADC on the chip. The correct driver is
available on the Kernel Distribution but the DTB included with the Evaluation kit was
not updated to reflect the changes done in the hardware. The out of the box DTB did not
include the new maxTouch controller, nor the definition of the new LCD screen. It was
then necessary to generate a new DTB file that included the new hardware, such a task
could be achieved using Buildroot.

Buildroot is a tool to generate a complete embedded Linux System through a set of
defined make and configuration files that guide the building process as needed by the devel-
oper. It can be used to generate a cross-compiling toolchain, a root file system, embedded
linux kernel image and DTB files. Furthermore it is also possible to only run one or sev-
eral of these steps as required, for example to only generate a cross compiler but not all
the components. Buildroot’s flexibility and extensive tool portfolio provides the perfect
environment to port the sensing application from the Blackfin to the SAMA5D36, allow-
ing for cross-compilation, root file system integration and kernel tuning according to the
requirements. Buildroot provides a terminal interface to create a configuration file for the
different components to make. For example the make menuconfig command would bring
the menu as shown on Figure 9, on the same way the command make linux-menuconfig
opens the configuration file for the linux kernel build in a similar menu. Once editing is
finished the changes are saved into a .config file, and when executing the make command
for a particular component those files are used to guide the file generation process and
download the required files. As an example the cross compile toolchain was generated with
the following details specified on its configuration:

• Linux 3.6.x Kernel Headers

• uClibc version 0.9.33.x

• Enable MMU support
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Figure 8: Linux Booting Sequence on Atmel’s AT91 SAM microprocessors [18].

• Use ARM Vector Floating Point unit

• Enable large file support

Figure 9: Buildroot interface to configure the build specifications [34].

By Setting up the right configuration in Buildroot, it was possible to download an
updated hardware definition from the AT91 Kernel github and generate a new DTB file.
The new DTB file was loaded into the board together with a Kernel that did not include
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the home automation demo components, and therefore it was smaller in size and had a
smaller memory footprint. Another important by product, as mentioned before, was the
cross compiler toolchain. The toolchain was used to generate the executable files from
all the different applications developed during the project, as well as the updated kernel.
The full name of the tool chain is arm-buildroot-linux-uclibcgnueabi-xxx, where xxx could
stand for gcc, g++, etc.

Another important aspect of the Linux implementation is the root file system, which
contains the directory tree structure and file information of the system. In this particular
case the file system can be pre-loaded by Buildroot with applications and packages just
after creation, and before being loaded into the evaluation kit. The desired configurations,
as the type of root file system and the packages to include, is specified to Buildroot through
a particular set of files. During the generation of the root file system such configuration
files are accessed. Once Buildroot is done generating the file system, it downloads the
required packages and compiles them using the same toolchain as the kernel, the resulting
executables and other files are then added to the file system. Buildroot provides support
to add a lot of packages and besides the usual utilities such as chmod, mkdir, etc, the
following packages were used on this project:

• Gstreamer - Multimedia framework, based on pipelines, that allows to handle, edit
or stream audio and video.

• ffmpeg - FFmpeg is a multimedia framework focusing on encoding, decoding, stream-
ing, amongst other functions, any type of multimedia object.

• arecord/aplay - Command-line sound recorder and player for the ALSA soundcard
driver.

• alsamixer - Graphical mixer program to configure sound settings and volume of the
ALSA devices.

• i2c-tools - Contains a set of I2C tools for Linux that allow basic interaction with an
I2C bus and the devices on it.

• tftp - client for the Trivial file Transfer Protocol. It can be used to transfer files to
and from remote machines.

All the files required to boot the Linux OS, as shown on the steps in Figure 8, can be
loaded using Atmel’s SAM-BA flashing tool. A specific tuned script executes commands
in sequence to load each one of the files individually to the specific memory address as
expected in the boot sequence. The script and files are available from the Linux4SAM
website [18], nevertheless in this case the root file system and kernel, have been modified
separately using Buildroot as mentioned before.
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Once the Linux environment was set-up on the evaluation board it was possible to mod-
ify the algorithm’s C code to be compiled for Linux on ARM. The main issue was removing
or changing the Blackfin special directives and functions needed by Analog Devices compiler
for the BF532, to comply with the Buildroot compiler. Once the executable file for linux
was ready it could be transferred to the Evaluation Kit, given the right permissions and
be executed as a user application. The version obtained from this process is the one used
throughout testing and benchmarking. It is also relevant to mention that the development
of the support drivers and applications to implement the weather and pollution sensors
was done for Linux considering a first series of test that showed the Light on Demand
application. On those tests the algorithm performed better on Linux than on bare-metal.
The particular details of the testing set up and the initial results are discussed in Section 6.

The same tooling was used to generate the support files and applications needed to
include and verify the additional functionality. The sensors to be included are discussed in
Section 3, special emphasis was put on the OV2640 CMOS sensor, the BMP180 humidity
and temperature sensor, and the WM8904 Audio Codec. The CMOS camera is a key
aspect to be used by the sensing functionality, on the other hand the BMP180 represents
an example of I2C digital sensors that could be added to the platform, finally the WM8904
codec would allow to connect an audio input for air pollution measurements. The Ker-
nel from the Linux4SAM project already provides drivers for a set of Omnivision sensors,
including the OV2640, as well as the WM8904 codec on the main board of the EK. The
BMP180 did not appear to have driver support on the project, but its predecessor, Bosch’s
BMP085 sensor, was supported for another platform. Modifying some aspects, as register
addresses, of the original driver for the BMP085, allowed support for the BMP180 sensor.
The driver was then activated on the configuration files so it would be included as part of
the kernel.

The last element needed was a small audio application that makes use of the Advanced
Linux Sound Architecture library to access and obtain audio data from the WM8904. The
data obtained could then be processed by an audio algorithm, and in such way provide the
sound pollution information. Since on this project an audio algorithm is not defined the
program just opens an audio interface for capture, allocates memory space for its hardware
parameters structure then does a set up of the device with the following data:

• Access type: Interleaved conventional read/write access.

• Sample format: 16 bit Little Endian

• Sample rate: 44.1 kHz

• Channels: 2 Channels (Stereo).

Once the device is set up and running, the program reads pieces of audio data from
the device and keeps putting them in a circular buffer on the RAM memory. The poten-
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tial audio algorithm could then be implemented on this data. The main purpose of the
program, as it would be seen in Section 6, is to test the potential effect audio capture has
on the image processing algorithm. The same tool chain used to generate the rest of the
programs was used on this application, by using the make GNU utility.

Finally the whole set of files, programs and utilities is ready to be tested. The whole
Linux set up, with the drivers, software packages and applications, allows to test the cur-
rent Light on Demand algorithm then compare it to the updated versions. It also allows to
verify the functions of the different sensors and then evaluate the effect using such sensors
has on the detection application. It is relevant to mention that the compiler used allows
to apply several optimization flags on the code, usual GCC flags as -00 or -03, are applica-
ble and represent a way to improve the code performance as it will be discussed in Section 6

5.2 Baremetal Solution

Developing a bare-metal solution on the SAMA5D36 can be done through different SDK’s
as expressed in Section 4, nevertheless the selected platform is IAR’s EWARM v6.5. The
SDK is patched with Atmel’s Softpack, which includes code examples, that show how to
access peripherals and the functionality of several elements of the hardware, as well as
memory mappings and configuration files.

IAR EWARM, as mentioned on a previous section, is composed by several elements,
the most relevant being: a C/C++ compiler, Assembler for ARM, ILINK Linker and
the C-SPY Debugger. The different components have to be set up correctly in order to
generate code and interact with the SAMA5D36-EK properly. The softpack from Atmel
included several useful elements for that particular purpose. It includes Libraries to define
the hardware on the chip, together with a separate library to define and implement basic
functionality of the peripherals on the board. For certain examples, as using a memory
card or a USB port, some extra libraries were also provided to be able to properly execute
specific examples. Finally, together with the libraries and examples,the package includes
memory mapping files, used by the linker to place code and data in memory, and a device
descriptor file and a macro instruction file used by the debugger to interact with the board.

The ICF files, for memory mapping, are of particular interest since they are responsible
for defining the memory structure for the linker, and indicate where to locate the relevant
data of the application. The following example, based on IAR’s documentation shows how
they work. First assume a 32 bit architecture with the following memory parameters:

• There are 4 Gbytes of addressable memory.

• There is ROM memory in the address range 0x00000x10000.
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• There is RAM memory in the range 0x200000x30000.

• The stack has an alignment of 8.

• The system startup code must be located at a fixed address.

An example configuration file for such architecture would look as follows:

define memory Mem with size = 4G;

define region ROM = Mem:[from 0x00000 size 0x10000];

define region RAM = Mem:[from 0x20000 size 0x10000];

define block STACK with size = 0x1000, alignment = 8 { };

do not initialize { section .noinit };

initialize by copy { readwrite };

place at start of ROM { readonly section .cstartup };

place in ROM { readonly };

place in RAM { readwrite, block STACK };

The configuration example defines a memory Mem with 4 Gbytes of memory. It also
defines a ROM region and a RAM region inside the Mem space, of 64 Kbytes each. The file
then generates an empty STACK with a size of 4 Kbytes. Once all relevant regions have
been defined variable initialization is set up, specially the read/write type. The last part
handles the placement of all the sections into previously defined regions. For example, the
cstartup part of the readonly section is placed at the beginning of the ROM, meanwhile
the rest of the readonly section is just specified to be at the remaining space on the ROM
memory space. The final step is to place the read/write section and the STACK in the
designated RAM region. By using directives on the application code it is possible to send
certain blocks, as variables or structures, to a particular section, then with the ICF file it
is possible to place such sections in particular memory regions. It is important to mention
this placement remains static once the code is linked, and as such it does not vary during
execution.

The C-SPY Debugger integrated with the EWARM suite provides functionality as:
source code and disassembly debugging, breakpoint definition and macro operations, amongst
others. The macro functionality of the debugger allows to execute commands at specified
moments during the debug session for example once the debugger starts, but before the
application is launched on the board. A common use of such macros could be for example
to initialize parameters required by the memory to run at a certain speed. Just as the ICF
files for the linker, the software package from Atmel also provides some example macro
files for specific scenarios, as when running the application solely from SRAM or DRAM
memory.

Proper set up of both the macro file and the ICF file, are needed to run a given ap-
plication using IAR’s EWARM. Nevertheless those are not the only factors to consider
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when developing an application to run bare-metal. The project editor provides an option
window to edit parameters with the following categories being some of the most relevant:

• General: The general section include the following tabs amongst other: Target op-
tions, output format, Library configuration, Library options.

• Compiler: Provides the option to modify aspects such as language used, compiler
optimizations, preprocessor directives, etc.

• Linker: Defines the linker configuration file to use, specify the used libraries, the
linker output file amongst others.

• Debugger: Specifies what debugging interface and drivers are being used, also any
macro files to be used.

The combination of the above elements create the configuration settings that define the
characteristics of an application created with the EWARM software, furthermore it defines
where and how it is executed on the target platform. In order to generate the bare-metal
implementation it was necessary to perform a careful set up of the tooling so the applica-
tion would properly run on the SAMA5D36-EK. The code examples and configuration files
provide a good starting reference point, but did not completely fit the particular needs of
the light on demand application. Specifically the ability to be able to locate and manage
memory mapping of data in both the SRAM and DRAM memories.

As with the porting in Linux, the first step was to remove or modify all the dedicated
Blackfin directives, then the skeleton of one of the bare-metal examples from Atmel was
used as a starting point. The skeleton included the SoC and Evaluation Kit specific li-
braries, together with some linker configuration files and debugger macro files. The linker
and debugger files allow to setup the application in either DRAM or SRAM. Considering
the memory footprint required by the data structures of the application, which hold com-
plete frame information, it was necessary to select the DRAM approach of such files. In
this set up all the data and code is kept in DRAM, while the SRAM only holds the Ex-
ception Vector Table. Additionally once the debugger starts, before the application starts
running, the DRAM memory is set up and initialized to run at 133 MHz and some memory
re-mapping takes place.

Just as with the bare-metal implementation on the Blackfin, the IAR EWARM version
does not include support to handle file descriptors and stream on its own memory space. In
order to allow the application to access the frames files from a Host PC the following options
had to be activated through the Options→General options→ Library Configuration menu:

• Library = Full: This options enables support for file descriptors, multibyte characters
and other functionality.
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• Library low level interface implementation = semi-hosted - Replaces functions in the
library functions that communicate with the debugger, allowing for file transfer.

The last configuration aspect to be discussed is the compiler optimization level. EWARM
provides the following compiler optimization modes: None, Low, Medium and High. If the
High mode is chosen, then the developer can specify if the compiler should prioritize ex-
ecution speed or application size. For the light on demand application the highest level
of optimization with priority on execution speed was chosen. Once the whole set up was
finished and the light on demand code modified accordingly it was possible to generate the
executable file to be tested on the evaluation kit, in this case the executable file is loaded
directly to the memory space by the debugger. Once both versions were generated, Linux
and baremetal, it was possible to continue with the test and benchmarking part of the
project.
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6 Testing and Benchmark Results

Once the two versions, baremetal and Linux, of the Light on Demand application were
available for the SAMA5D36-EK it was possible to run a first set of tests to see the perfor-
mance of both applications. The test was done by executing the algorithm on 5178 frames
pre-recorded on a real environment with Lumimotion, these same images were used to test
the Blackfin. The results of such tests were available for this project, but had been done
previously. Utilizing a common set of images allows to have a shared reference point to
properly evaluate the results from the different platforms and versions, Figure 10 shows
a sample frame from the test sequence used, notice the fish eye lens used, the distortion
effect is taken into consideration by the algorithm.

Figure 10: Sample frame obtained with Lumimotion and used for testing.

The general sequence of the testing application, in all the versions, is at follows:

1. Initialization of structures and required parameters.

2. Creation of files to save test results.

3. Open configuration file of the frames to be processed.

4. Open txt file with the list of frames to be processed.

5. Pre-load and process two frames.

6. Start main loop opening, applying the algorithm and saving the result of one frame
at a time in sequential order.
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7. Once all frames have been processed, the used resources are released, the result files
are closed and the application exits.

The results generated by the application are stored on 3 comma separated value files.
The Timing Results file holds the performance information while the other two files are
mainly used to verify the functionality:

• Timing Results: Contains the time it took to process each frame.

• Detect Status: Contains the detect status and detect count at each frame.

• Test Results: Include the specific details, as coordinates and size, of the objects
detected per frame. If there is no object detected on a frame, there is no information
stored for that particular frame.

As mentioned in Section 5 there is no support on the baremetal versions, both on the
Blackfin and the SAMA5D36 EK, to handle file descriptors and functions. Therefore the
tests are ”semi-hosted” on a PC, meaning that the frame files are stored on it and then
loaded into the internal memory of the platform via the debugger interface when necessary.
In contrast the Linux version has a root file system, stored on the NAND memory avail-
able in the SAMA5D36 EK, and therefore all the files are stored there. As the application
makes use of the files the operating system takes care of moving the needed information
to the different memory spaces of the platform. Figure 11 contains two images that re-
flect the difference in the two set-ups done for testing the algorithm. Another difference is
that Linux has support for network drivers and applications, and therefore it is possible to
transfer files in an out the system using a program such as tftp.

The set up in the bare metal tests increases the testing time compared to the linux
version. This is due to the fact that loading a file through the debugging interface takes
longer. Therefore the timing results of the test should focus only in the time it takes the
algorithm to process a frame, and not include the loading or opening time of the file. In
order to achieve that goal functions to get the time are introduced after the frame has been
loaded and just before the algorithm starts processing it, then the same function is also
added at the end of the frame processing. With the two times it is possible to calculate
the difference and obtain the time it takes to execute each individual frame.

Each compiler has a different library, therefore different support for time measurement.
In the case of the Blackfin it is not possible to measure time directly, instead the cycle
count is provided. Cycle count and the operating frequency of the core can be used then to
obtain the actual time. On the IAR EWARM library the available function is gettimeof-
day, while for linux clock gettime is the available resource. In this two last cases the result
is given directly in seconds.
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(a) Baremetal test set-up (b) Linux test set-up

Figure 11: Organization and connections for each test

6.1 Timing Results Comparison

The first tests were done considering the whole processing algorithm as a single entity,
that is the timing measurements were done before and after the processing took place. 4
different versions are considered in this comparison:

• Blackfin: The original Blackfin implementation. The results of these tests were
provided. (High optimization)

• Baremetal: SAMA5D36 bare metal developed using the IAR EWARM Toolchain.
(High optimization)

• Linux O0: SAMA5D36 Linux version using the cross compiler for ARM with compiler
optimization level 0. (no optimization).

• Linux O3: SAMA5D36 Linux version using the cross compiler for ARM with compiler
optimization level 3. (High optimization).

The idea to include the Linux versions with different optimizations is partially to com-
pare the effects of optimization on the algorithm, as well to improve the initial results from
the Linux version. The main performance indicator comes from the Timing Results file,
from here it is possible to obtain the average time per frame, the maximum time for a
frame and the minimum time for a frame. The average and maximum are very useful val-
ues. The average provides an idea of the steady and overall performance of the algorithm
in that version and platform over the 5178 images. The maximum value is a limiting factor
for this application when running with a video stream. If processing one frame takes an
exceedingly long time, when receiving a video stream input, then several frames could be
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lost and it might affect the outcome of the algorithm. Currently the limit for the Light on
Demand applicationis around 180 ms per frame, that is the maximum time the algorithm
could take to process an image without having any frame loss. Table 2 shows the timing
results for these 3 variables from each one of the Light on demand implementations. Con-
sidering the results on the table it is clear the Linux highly optimized version gives the
best performance, reducing the timing in slightly more than half from the original Blackfin
version and around half from the baremetal implementation.

Version Average per frame (ms) Max time (ms) Min time (ms)

Blackfin 89 150 73
Baremetal 75 98 69
Linux O0 148 197 141
Linux 03 40 68 38

Table 2: Timing results from different versions

The next step was to analyze the algorithm by profiling, this was done by dividing the
application in several functional blocks of code. A block could be a function or a loop, as
long as it performs the same type of operation. The main blocks are: a function that is
applying a filter to the frame or a loop that labels all the detected elements in the image,
as a car or a pedestrian. In total the algorithm was divided in 22 blocks, and then the same
functions used to calculate the time of the whole algorithm were used. In this occasion the
functions to get the time were set before and after each block. The time results were then
saved together with the rest of the files and can be seen on Figure 12. The values show
that 4 functional blocks alone can account for as much as 93% of the total time spent on a
frame. The 4 consuming blocks are related to filtering, run length encoding and calculating
the differences in the frame, as expected pixel operations that execute over the whole frame
are the most time consuming. Unfortunately there was no detailed profiling data from the
Blackfin version at this time, but similar results were observed in the past when executing
profiling tests on it. Additionally it can be seen that the same type of time splitting was
observed in the 3 SAMA5D36 versions.

The observation that 4 functional blocks accounted for most of the time spent by the
algorithm provided an opportunity to compare the effect different compiler optimization
level had on the algorithm. Figure 13 shows the improvement achieved by each one of these
blocks from by changing the optimization level on the Linux version. It is quite clear the
function with the most benefit was the masked mean filter. This function filters an image
by calculating the mean value of the 3x3 neighborhood around each pixel. Its functionality
is implemented in a pair of nested for loops, this could imply that its improvement was
likely generated by optimizations as loop unrolling and vectorization.
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Figure 12: Average time per frame and profiling in different versions.

The previous tests defined the platform that has the best performance, and under what
parameters it achieves this. Nevertheless the aim is also to add extra functionality and
try to see the potential effect it has on the algorithm. Using the Linux tools and the
previously mentioned sensors it is possible to analyze that concept. As mentioned in the
previous sections it is possible to generate a working driver for the BMP180 temperature
and humidity sensor, as well as for the OV2640 CMOS Image sensor and the WM8904
Audio codec.

In the case of the OV2640 Image Sensor the functionality could be tested by using either
the Gstreamer or the FFmpeg programs. Gstreamer allows to generate a pipeline stream
that could be displayed on the LCD screen of the SAMA5D36 EK, with a command as this:

gst-launch v4l2src device=”/dev/video1” ! video/x-raw-yuv,width=640,height=480 !
ffmpegcolorspace ! fbdevsink.

In this case the application launches v4l2src, a plugin to take a v4l2 device as a source.
On the second part the specific devices is defined, in this case /dev/video1, then the format
and size of the output video are established. Finally color space conversion is applied and
the result is sent to a frame buffer device, in this case to be shown on the LCD screen.
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Figure 13: Comparison of different GCC optimization flags.

Similarly it is possible to capture video and save it to memory using FFmpeg, Figure 14
shows a frame from a video captured using the OV2640 CMOS sensor and FFmpeg on
the evaluation kit. The current OV2640 does not have a fish eye lens, therefore its images
could not be fed to the Light on Demand algorithm. Nevertheless, with the proper lens
mount it could be possible to record outdoor images and then use them on the algorithm.

The BMP180 sensor, which uses I2C to transfer its data, is already available to be used
by an application. The developed sensor driver based on the modified BMP085 sensor
was added to the kernel, but it was not being initialized with the sensor at start up. In
order to obtain connect the sensor with the driver, it had to be instantiated as a device
from user space. A sysf interface provides such functionality, the interface is made of 2
attribute files which are created in every I2C bus directory: new device and delete device.
Both files are write only and must and the right parameters must be written to them in
order to properly instantiate or delete a I2C device. In this particular case new device
was needed, this file needs the name of the I2C device and its I2C address in hexadeci-
mal. In order to instantiate the BMP180 sensor the following command has to be executed:

# echo bmp180 0x77 >/sys/bus/i2c/devices/i2c-1/new device

Once the command is processed the temp0 input and pressure0 input are created, and
can be read as any other device on the Linux file system. The overhead of doing such an
operation is close to negligible.
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Figure 14: Captured framed from the OV2640 CMOS using ffmpeg.

The last peripheral to obtain its application was the WM8904 codec, as described be-
fore it has several inputs and it communicates with the core through the digital audio
interface. The WM8904 already has a driver and it is registered on the operating system
as an Advanced Linux Sound Architecure (ALSA) sound card. The functionality of this
codec was first tested using the arecord and aplay packages included in the Linux distribu-
tion. The applications allowed to record audio from the line input on the codec, and then
play it out through a line output connection for headphones. Nevertheless it was more
realistic to develop a small audio capture application, as described in Section 5.1, to see its
effects on the Light on Demand application. It would be better to have also have a defined
algorithm for audio processing, unfortunately due to time constraints it was not possible
to reach that stage. Investigating, developing and implementing an audio algorithm for an
outdoor application as this can be far from trivial.

The test to see the effect of the audio capture application could have Light on Demand
application consisted in executing both at the same time, and then evaluate the timing
results. The command #./LightOnDemand & ./SoundCapture executes both programs on
the background and lets them run at the same time. When executing both applications,
and evaluating the time per frame, there was practically no change. Another way to check
the timing, on a coarser resolution, is by utilizing Linux’s ”time” console command . The
time command generates three outputs for a program:

• Real is wall clock time - time from start to finish of the call.

• Sys is the amount of CPU time spent in the kernel within the process.
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• User is the amount of CPU time spent in user-mode code (outside the kernel) within
the process.

Therefore the addition of SYS and User gives the total time the program spent on the
CPU, so first each program was executed individually and then both together with the
following results.

Program Real (s) User (s) Sys (s)

Light on Demand 18.75 17.36 1.03
Sound Capture 29.1 0.04 0.22

Table 3: Time results when executing the programs separately

Program Real (s) User (s) Sys (s)

Light on Demand 19.20 17.23 1.25
Sound Capture 29.1 0.08 0.32

Table 4: Time results when executing the programs together

The results show a small increase in System time, when both applications are running,
this could be due to context switching between them. The increase of a 100 to 200 ms, over
the course of 20 to 30 seconds is not considered to be significant. The actual competition
would arise when an audio algorithm is implemented.
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7 Conclusions

The project included several goals, from proposing an Embedded Platform to investigate
potential added functionality and eventually implement a combined application. In the
respect of finding a contemporary, highly compatible platform the objective could be con-
sidered as satisfied. The SAMA5D36 platform is based on a modern popular and rising
architecture, as is the Cortex A5 from ARM, but it also has proper software support that
allows easy portability to other platforms, including running a version of embedded Linux.
Furthermore the inclusion of the Image Sensor Interface, together with other peripherals,
is of special importance to be capable to fully implement the Lumimotion solution.

The development environment of the SAMA5D3X family does not stop with Linux, and
therefore it was also possible to develop a bare metal version of the algorithm, allowing
to explore and compare the differences in such approaches. At the end the Linux version
provided the best results from all the version and platforms, when executing the same
set of frames. It might not be possible to pin down the reasons with 100% accuracy but
factors as the compiler optimizations, operating system support and memory management
definitely played a significant role, as it could be seen on the profiling results.

During the course of this project it was also possible to investigate and define the type
of measurements that would be valuable to add. Different aspects as the stakeholders
perspectives and similar projects were considered. The results centered the options into
pollution and weather measurements, from this areas a set of particular sensors were in-
vestigated for feasibility in order to derive the final selection of sensors to be added.

Once a particular environment seemed better for development, in this case Linux, and
having investigated the potential functionality to add. It was possible to implement basic
services with different peripherals, as the CMOS camera, the audio codec and the environ-
mental sensor. The implementation and function verification of such components show the
flexibility and support that exists for the platform. At the end it was even possible to try
to quantify the effect the added applications had on the Light on Demand implementation
when they had to share resources. The fact that for most sensors there seems to be little
overhead, as for example I2C senors, opens the door to add even more functions on the
future, perhaps the humidity and gas sensor that were analyzed, but not implemented on
this project.

The potential steps to follow from here are varied. It could be possible to either start
with focusing on a full integration of all the components developed on this stage, or center
on something specific as investigating and developing an audio algorithm that could work
on outdoor spaces. Finally with the right equipment and some integration a next step
could be to elaborate a field test by using images generated by the platform itself.
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